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RAREFACTION Velocities IN SHOCKEG LEAD

D. A. BONESS and J. M. BROWN

Graduate Program in Geophysics, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, 98195, USA

and

J. W. SHANER

Los Alamos National Laboratory*, Los Alamos, New Mexico, 97545, USA

By use of the optical analyzer technique, the bulk sound velocity in shocked lead has been mea-
sured at nine points along Its Hugoniot in the pressure range 54.5 to 380 GPa. The lowest-pres-
sure potnts exhibit no sign of soltd behavior. The bulk sound velocity ts essentially linear
with respect to density, and the Gruneisen parameter, Y, fails to follow a constant PY model.
Results are consistent with zero-pressure values.

1. INTRODUCTION

Shock-induced melting of metals allows in-

vestigation of liquid metal physical properties

over d r.nge of prtissureand temperature pres-

ently unattainable by static techniques, Of

the physical properties currently accessible in

shock wave ~xperiments, the sound velocity is

particularly important. Melting along the

Hugoniot can be directly observed through mea-

surec,entof a dr~p in “first arrival” sound

wave velocity with increasing pressure as loss

of solidity elimin~tes longitudinal sound

waves. In eddition, knowlrxtge of the bulk

sound veloc~ty, which is measured beyond the

melt.inlgcurve, allows determination of the

thermodynamic Gruneisen paramet~r in the high-

prossure, high-trmparatule liquid phase.

We have studied ledd in the liquid regime

along the Hugoniot using & two-stage light-gas

gun at the 10S Alamos National Laboratory,

Thrm experiments supplement high-temperature,

expanding-wire sound velocfty investigations

made on load ov~r the density rango from

3 1 Ddta on fluid tantalunl5 Mq/m3 to 10 iig/m,

*Th~ ‘lurk,por%r~~d undar tho auspices of thu
4.—.--—

U,S, Uupart,montnf Inorgy,

have suggested a linear relationship between

bulk sound velocity and density in both ex-

panded and compressed states.2’3 In order to

extend the test of linearity to other liquid

metals, lead is a particularly good candidate

because its low melting temperature makes the

fluid state easily accessible. In fact, use of

d two-stage gun allows exploration of a density

rdnge extending to 25 Mg/m3. Moreo+/er, the

Hugoniot of lead is determined from one of the

b9St.Li,JIWCtt3riZt3d data sets for dny material.

For these reasons, we have extended sound ve-

locity measurements to a pressure of nearly 400

GPa along the Hugoniot, and to d compression

that is more than two-fold. All of our experi-

ments were carried out beyond the melting point

on thb Hugoniot. This allowed us to determine

tho thermodynamic Grumisen parameter for lead

throughout our expsrimen~al pressufe range,

Thus lead is now one of the most completely

characterized liquid metals in !erms of high-

-pressure,high-bmperaturc properties.

z, kXPliRIMENTALTECHNIQUE

our experiments directly meosur~ the vQlocl-

ty of a rarcfaction wavo ovortoking o shock

wave,4~5 Upon impact, a shock wave prupaydtus



forward into the sample as another shock wave

propagates backward into the thin flyer. This

flyer is molded Into a polycarbonate cylinder;

as the backward-travelling shock wave reaches

the flyer-polycarbonate interface, a rare-

faction wave is reflected back toward the sam-

ple. Because this rarefaction wave propagates

through cienscr,shocked material, it overtakes

the forward-travelling shock wave and causes a

sudden reduction in pressure and temperature.

Experimental data are taken with the aid of

optical fibers. Our sample target is machined

such that its non-impact side has four steps;

this side is glded into a brass cell filled

with bromoform. This liquid chemical analyzer

actually experiences the reduction in tempera-

ture as the shock front, having propagated into

the analyzer, is overtaken. The four different

thickness levels of any given sample allow the

analyzer to be “removed” from the experiment,

as the shock trans{t time in the analyzer is

extrapolated to zero analyzer thickness. Be-

cause optical radiation intensity from a black

body is proportional to a high power of the

temperature, this technique allows a precis~

measurement of the sound velocity in opaque ma-

terials. Precision is limited primarily by the

uncertainty in determining transit times; thus

for many shots we can determine the sound ve

locity to within one percent.

The overtake ratio, k, is defined as the

ratio of target thickness--at the raref~rtlon

overtaking point--to impactor thickness, W@

further define

()‘*” +!!’ (1)

which is related to the rarefdcti~n velocity,

c, shock veloc~ty, us, and relative density,

D/P”, t)Y

(2)

For different flyer and target materials, as

was the case in our experiments on lead, the

overtake ratio RT for the target (the sample)

mdy be calculated from the observed, “experi-

mental ,“ overtake ratio:

Rexp = Dovt/DF = (UST/USF)(RT+l)[RF/(RF+l)] (3)

Here, Dovt !s the “overtake distance,” which is

equal to usT&t, where At is the measured

overtake time. Also, DF iS the flyer

thickness. Subscripts “T” and “F” refer to the

target and flyer, respectively. It is evident

that flyers with known Hugonict relations and

overtake ratios must be used. Fortunately,

these properties have been me~sured over a wide

pressure range for aluminum, iron, and

tantalum, thus allowing these three materials

to be used as flyers in rarefactlon velocity

experiments. Because of the wide sho:k impe-

dance range represented by these three flyer

types, we can study new sample materials over a

wide range of compression.

The thermodynamic Grunelsr!nparameter, y, is

defined as y ● V(aP/aE)V, where P fs pressure,

E fs Internal energy, and V Is specific volume,

l/P. A rigorous thermodyna~~c argunlent6can be

used to obtain y as

t{~re,II■ 1 - V/V. ■ up/us (up is particle ve-

locity), Bs is the adiabatic bulk mcdulus, and

B,iI -(aP/alnV)}iis thu ‘;ulkmodu!us dlony thu

Hugoniot curve. The subscripts on the partial

duriv~tfves I.@fer t,o evaluatlorl ,~lon~ the

}luqoniut,(H) or 1sentropo (S), Knuv/leduoof

10I;bulk sound velocity, C[l,doterminos Os as

(b)



while BH is given by

BH = Oo(V/Vo)U~ (l+A)/(1-A) (6)

With

A = rIS + 2qn2us (7)

Equation (6) assumes the most general useful

formof the Hugoniot relation:

‘Js=co+sup+q’J $ (8)

The form of the Hugoniot relation is discussed

further in the next section.

3. ExPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Atypical shot record is shown in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1
A typical shot record for lead, Time increases
to the right, voltage (i.e., light intensity)
upwards, Time mark adjacent crests are 10 ns
apart, a) Shock rise, b) Rarefaction overtake
break,

Evident is the sharp rise in light intensity as

the shock wavo enters the analyzer, the steady

output ds the shock continues to propagate

throuqh the afialyzer,and the sharp change in

slope (the “break”) as thu rarefaction wave

ovartakes the shock wave, This record is one

of’eight recorded fur a completely successful

Stll)t; each of four taryut “stq)s” is obsorwd

The best fit through 72 lead Hugoniot points

measured at the Los Alamos National Laboratory

yields the relation us = 2.051 + 1.460uP. How.

ever, these data extend to a d~nstty of

20.7 Mg/m3, while two of our experimental shots

attained greater density. The quadratic rela.

tion, us = 2.004 + 1.571 Up - 3.3 x 10-2 U;,

determined by A1’tshuler et al.,7 takes into

account both the American data and several

Hugoniot points representing substantially

higher pressure than that obtainable with a

two-stage gun. These two relations agree to

within one percent for the range of pressure

represented by all but our two highest pressure

s~lots. We Lelieve that this quadratic Hugonlot

flt is the best published us-up relation for

lead, and have used it in our analysis. Howev-

er, new Hugoniot data in the multi-megabar

range would provide a more uniform data

sampling density for lead.

Our results for sound velocity as a function

of density are given In Fig. 2.

‘r-––m

FIGURE2
Uulk sound velocity as a function of donsi’cy
for lead, These data are cunsistelltwlt.htt;c
accepted zero-pressure V61UQ of 1,9 kl,l/s.



The lowest-pressure points show no indication

of a drop from longitudinal to bulk sound ve-

locity, hence we conclude that all of our data

lie beyond the solidus point on the Hugoniot.

This is consistent with published results on

the melting of lead under shock loading.8 ihe

data In Fig. 2 span a pressure range of 54.5 to

380 GPa. Our experiments indicate that for

lead bulk sound velocity is, to a first approx-

imatio~, linear with respect to density over a

wide compression range. The deviation of our

highest-pressure point may be largely due to

uncertainty in the Hugoniot relation in this

region.

The density dependence of the Gruneisen pa.

rameter is plotted in Fig. 3.
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FIGURE 3
Gr(!neisenparameter as a function of density
for lead. These ddtd are consistent with the
accepted zero-pressure value of 2.8.

The error bars take into account all experimen-

tal uncertainties except uncertainty in lead

Huyol:iotparanleteriz,?t.iun. Whereas the sound

v~)ocity may additionally vary by 0% to 2.5%,

depending on Huguniot pardmeterization, the

Gruneis~n pallunetcrcallvary by as much as 10%

~n our ran~~ uf dhta,

Our re.ults indicate that the constant py

model , which works as ? first-order approxima-

3 does not hold as welltion for other metals,

for lead. The variation of py is at least 15%

over our span of data.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the bulk sound velocity in

shocked lead at nine points along its Hugoniot

in the density range 16.6 to 23.8 Mg/m3. These

ddta supplement isobaric expansion data on

lead, and support the observation that sound

velocity varies linearly with density in liquid

lead over a very wide density range. However,

the simple constant py model is not accurate

for ~luid lead along its Hugoniot.
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